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Mid-year retail malaise looks set to continue 

 Mid-year lull in retail volumes after a solid start to 2019. 

 Mixed bag for retail sector volumes. Weakening sentiment points to further weakness ahead. 

 We have shaded down our Q2 GDP pick to +0.6% qoq and expect the OCR to move lower. 
 

 
 

 

Summary & implications  
Q2 retail volumes lifted in line with market expectations, confirming a mid-2019 lull in retail spending.  Annual growth 

in both retail volume and value growth slowed, with the deceleration appearing regionally broad-based.   Soft Q2 

retail trade figures point to a deceleration in the pace of retail momentum, and broader economic activity, and we 

have shaded down our Q2 GDP pick to 0.6% qoq. The RBNZ will be hoping for signs that the 50bps of OCR cuts in 

August will be the catalyst to boost domestic demand. We are looking to signs of a rate-cut boost in business and 

consumer sentiment. If these do not emerge, and growth momentum remains weak, the OCR will move lower. We 

expect a further 25bp cut in November, with the risk of further cuts in 2020. 

Details 
Retail trade spending volumes increased 0.2% in Q2, in line with our pick and slightly below the market consensus 

(+0.3 % qoq).  On an annual basis, total volume spending growth eased to 2.9%. Core retail spending (excluding fuel 

and vehicle-related) volumes managed a modest 0.3% quarterly increase, with annual growth easing to 3.6% yoy.   

Higher fuel spending boosted retail values (up 0.7% qoq,+3.4% yoy). Core values rose 0.7% qoq (3.9% yoy). This 

compared to modest 0.2% quarterly lift for Electronic Card Transactions data.  Prices from the retail trade deflator 

rose 0.5% qoq (0.6% yoy), close to the 0.6% qoq advance in consumer prices (+1.7% yoy). Core retail prices rose 0.4% 

qoq (+0.3% yoy).  

The 5% rise in fuel prices in Q2 looks to have had dampened fuel use, with fuel volumes down 0.8% qoq (0.8% yoy). 

Consistent with sluggish motor vehicle registrations, motor vehicle retail volumes barely budged (0.1% qoq, 0.4% yoy).  

It was a mixed bag for core retail, with volumes in six of the 13 core retail sub-groups falling. There was some 

pullback in retail volumes in sectors that had received a strong Q1 boost. Department store (-2.1% qoq), and furniture, 

Retail Sales Previous Actual Market ASB

Total volumes (qoq) 0.7% 0.2% 0.3% 0.2%

yoy 3.6% 2.8%

Core volumes (qoq) 0.6% 0.3% 0.3%

yoy 4.5% 3.5%

Total retail deflator (qoq) -0.6% 0.5%

yoy 0.3% 0.6%
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floor coverings, houseware, and textile retail 

(-3.3% qoq), was particularly weak, as was 

specialised food (-1.8% qoq).  

Rising fuel prices likely dampened 

discretionary spending, with the second 

sluggish quarter for clothing retail (+0.0% 

qoq, +5.3% yoy).  The later timing of Easter 

this year supported accommodation 

volumes, although the Q2 1.4% qoq rebound 

was modest in relation to the Q1 fall. 

Accommodation volumes were flat on a year 

ago, suggesting the best times for the 

tourism sector look to be behind it.  There 

were some pockets of strength. Recreational 

goods (+6.2% qoq) and electronic goods 

retail (+5.0% qoq) volumes strengthened. 

The recent weakening in consumer sentiment suggests this boost 

may be fleeting.   

The regional data also highlighted contrasts, despite both North 

Island (+3.7% yoy) and South Island (+2.3% yoy) retail values 

advancing at the same 0.7% qoq pace. Sales growth in Auckland 

(3.7% yoy) was in line with that of other North Island centres, 

although it was noteworthy to see (previously strong) Wellington 

retail dip.  Canterbury retail was strong in Q2 (1.3% qoq, 1.0% yoy), 

following a number of weak quarters. Retail in provincial areas was 

patchy, with strong sales growth in some areas (likely reflecting 

strong producer income growth) but not in others.  

Soft Q2 retail trade figures point to a deceleration in the pace of 

retail momentum (and likely broader economic activity) and we 

have shaded down our Q2 GDP pick to 0.6% qoq accordingly. 

The Q2 numbers have a historical feel to them given recent 

events, but they will nonetheless characterise a weak starting 

point for retail spending (and likely GDP). The RBNZ will be 

hoping for signs that the 50bps of OCR cuts will be the catalyst to 

boost domestic demand. We are not so sure and will be looking 

at business and consumer sentiment for signs of a rate cut 

boost. If this does not eventuate and domestic spending 

remains in the doldrums, the OCR will likely move lower. We 

expect a 25bp cut in November and risks around our expectation 

of a 0.75% OCR trough are tilted to the downside.  
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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